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Our featured content creator this month 
is new mom Jillian Lansky, whose 
ever-evolving and always-stunning 

style (and style philosophy) continues to 
inspire us—as does her candid honesty 

around parenthood.

Jillian Lansky 
@THEAUGUSTDIARIES

When my six-year-old daughter spotted a “Best Friends” necklace (the kind my pals and I cherished in our 
tweens) on a 1990s nostalgia YouTube video, she begged me to go to Claire’s to buy one for the pair of us. While 
I appreciated the sentiment, and she is my bestie, I had a better idea. One call to Tori Dundas, the talented 
founder/designer at Vancouver jeweler True Curated Designs, and the ball was rolling on a modern, elevated take 
on the cheap and cheerful break-apart charm of yore. The VITA x True BFF necklace ($658 per pair) or bracelet 
($288 per pair) is created in 10-karat gold with a luxed-up version of the iconic split heart design. Designed for 
all ages, and all types of BFFs, this update is understated and wearable fine jewelry, while still preserving the 
sentimentality. It’s perfect for Mother’s Day gifting, and beyond! Truecurateddesigns.com
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Hi Jillian! Tell us a little bit about 
you and what do you do.
I am a content creator or “influencer,” if 
you will, at The August Diaries. I’ve been 
doing this for more than 10 years now, 
and it is my full-time job. I dislike the 
word “influencer” because of its negative 
connotation; I think of myself more as 

someone who creates images and videos 
that are, hopefully, inspiring. I am incredi-
bly active with my followers, especially on 
Instagram, as I think people often forget 
the “social” part of social media. I love 
connecting with people, whether it’s over a 
product recommendation or with a fellow 
mom who also struggled with baby sleep. 

How do you use your platform to 
impact/inspire other moms—and par-
ents, and people—who follow you?
I try to be as honest as possible about 
parenthood on my platform. I find that 
other parents and followers connect to 
that. There’s this perception, especially 
on social media, that motherhood is 
incredible, fun, and easy. It is incredible 
and fun, but it’s also a lot of other things 
that people don’t talk about. I wish that 
I had known more about the realities of 
parenting, mostly because I wouldn’t have 
felt like such a bad person/parent for not 
only feeling love and happiness with my 
newborn baby. 

What’s your personal style/beauty 
mantra?
It’s changed a lot over the last year or so, 
with Covid and becoming a new mom. 
I keep it pretty simple and try to wear 
pieces that make me feel good. My beauty 
routine has also become more about self-
care than looking a certain way. The real-
ity is that I don’t wear makeup very often 
so, when I do, it’s more about making me 
feel beautiful than about projecting that 
to other people. It’s kind of a refreshing 
change. I’m not sure if it’s a culmination 
of becoming a mom and where we’re at 
with the environmental impact of fashion, 
but I’ve started buying a lot less. I’m not 
interested in very trendy pieces that I’ll 
only wear a few times. I want to invest in 
clothing that makes me feel good and that 
I’ll wear for a long time, whether that’s a 
statement investment coat or a vintage 
white T-shirt.

Did motherhood come easily to you, 
or were there challenges?
There were huge challenges for me. The 
first few months with Lachlan were really 
difficult as he was quite colicky and I was 
just struggling to keep my head above 
water. It was really helpful for other moms 
(my friends and people on social media) to 
let me know that it is normal to feel over-
whelmed and that it does get better. Once 
the baby starts sleeping more regularly, 
and your body and mind recover from 
birth, it starts to get a bit easier. 

The hardest thing about being a 
mom? The best thing?
The hardest thing is redefining yourself 

and your life. You are making room for 
this thing that takes up all your time, ener-
gy and love and it completely changes ev-
erything. You don’t really understand that 
until it actually happens. And then it’s hard 
to figure out your own new identity as a 
woman, friend, mother. The best thing is 
spending time and connecting with this 
wonderful tiny person, and watching them 
change and take in the world. It’s an over-
whelming and wonderful feeling. 

What would the Mother’s Day of 
your fantasies be? And what, in real-
ity, will Mother’s Day likely look like 
at your house?
I would love to do something for myself 
and also spend time with my family: my 
son, and my own mom! It’s actually my first 
Mother’s Day as a mother, which is crazy to 
say. In reality, not everyone is around, as my 
mom will be travelling and my husband has 
to work. I’ll spend time with Lachlan, my 
sister and my dad, and maybe book myself 
a massage for the future!

“There’s this perception, 
especially on social media, 
that motherhood is 
incredible, fun, and easy. 
It is incredible and fun, 
but it’s also a lot of other 
things that people don’t 
talk about”
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May Flowers BloomBloom  
      baby       baby bloombloom

1. FRESH MASK, $89 This mask is 
powered by passionflower, cornflower, 
cherry blossom and peony extracts to 
calm sensitive skin. Sephora.com

2. BLOOMIÉR WREATH, $145 This 
sustainable florist offers a living spring 
wreath that will grow and bloom 
throughout the season! Bloomier.ca

3. WEEKEND MAX MARA BAG, $475 
This Faille Pasticcino clutch will add a 
personal captivating touch to your every-
day style. Ca.maxmara.com

4. OSCAR DE LA RENTA EARRINGS, 
$275 Made from dyed raffia, these 
textured floral clip-ons are embellished 
with glass beads. Holtrenfrew.com

5. CHANEL RING This new variation of 
the Bouton de Camélia ring is crafted in 
18-karat yellow gold and diamonds, and 
features a round flower bud with a soft 
and regular outline. Chanel.com

6. GUCCI EAU DE PERFUME, $170 
Fruity-floral with notes of pear, white 
gardenia, brown sugar. Sephora.com

7. LES-OTTOMANS TRAYS, $199+ 
These hand-painted iron trays with 
tropical depictions will whisk you away 
to another world. Detailsbymrk.com

8. EMILY NELIS LOCKLEAR POUCH, 
$23 Emily Nelis Locklear is an Anishi-
naabe artist whose Gaagige (“forever”) 
pouch with classic Ojibwe-style florals 
is perfect for holding accessories or 
cosmetics. Emilynelislocklear.art

9. SAINT LAURENT CATSUIT, $3,280+ 
From the summer collection, this cat-
suit is floral-print purr-fection. Ysl.com 

10. FLEUR DU MAL LINGERIE, $375 
By Toronto-born, New York-based de-
signer Jennifer Zuccarini’s Tuileries set 
features beautiful multicolour embroi-
dery trimmed in silk. Fleurdumal.com

11. WEEKEND MAX MARA SKIRT, 
$535 Made of cotton poplin, we love 
this pretty piece’s flounce detail at the 
hem and full-skirt design. Bonus: it has 
pockets! Ca.maxmara.com

12. SPORTMAX BUSTIER TOP, $1,575 
This asymmetric bustier top blooms 
with a sweet micro-floral pattern. An 
internal crinoline ups the volume of this 
pretty piece. Ca.maxmara.com

13. CHOPARD TIMEPIECE 
From its latest Red Carpet Collection, 
Chopard’s jewelry watch blooms with 
rosettes of diamonds and pink, yellow 
and orange sapphires. Chopard.com

14. PUPA LIPSTICK, $25 The Petalips 
range envelopes lips like a delicate flow-
er petal and gives colour with buildable 
intensity. Pupamilano.ca

15. ALEESHA HARRIS’ IT BAG If there 
were ever a bag that practically sings 
“It’s spring!” it’s this pretty pink purse 
from Prada. A micro version of the Ital-
ian fashion house’s iconic Galleria sil-
houette—the structured, top-handle tote 
that earns its name from the boutique at 
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II in Milan, 
opened by Mario Prada in 1913—this 
sweet style provides the perfect season-
al pop thanks to floral-shaped crystal 
appliqués. The durable Saffiano leather 
material, and design elements such as 
a detachable shoulder strap, ensure this 
Prada Galleria micro bag ($4,400) will 
remain fashionable and functional for 
springs to come. Prada.com
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Mother of  Pearl
Once safe, sedate and ladylike, pearls are now being worn in 

edgy and interesting designs and combinations  

B Y  A I L E E N  L A L O R

hen you think of pearls, 
you might think of a kind of 
Holly Golightly elegance—

or, if you’re a Canadian d’un certain 
âge, Anne Shirley’s engagement ring 
(“Pearls are for tears, the old legend 
says”). You might even think of grand-
mas and twinsets. What you probably 
don’t have in mind is the word “cool”. 
Yet the past year or so has seen a huge 
resurgence in pearls’ popularity, with 
everyone from Dua Lipa and Gigi Hadid 
to Harry Styles and A$AP Rocky being 
photographed in them recently. 
    “Pearl jewelry has absolutely seen 
a spike in popularity. We think this 
resurgence is, in part, due to the way 
that pearl jewelry has evolved in recent 
years,” says Katie Reusch, marketing 
director at Bijoux Birks. “Though a 
string of pearls will always be classic, 
modern interpretations and trend-driven 
styling have created a newfound interest 
in this category.” The brand’s Rock 
& Pearl collection, which combines 
freshwater pearls with edgy silver studs, 
is one example of how this is being 
done. Reusch points out that pearls 
are now trending for men, too—in fact, 
Bijoux Birks included them in their 
Men’s Holiday Gift Guide for the first 
time last year. Another Quebec-based 
jewelry brand, Myel, recently added a 
Zéphyr necklace and bracelet, featuring 
freshwater pearls with a baroque shape 
strung in a random way, to its growing 
men’s collection, as well. 
    David Yurman is also taking things 
beyond the pearl necklace. “As an artist, I 
never allowed myself to follow the ‘rules’ 
of fine jewelry—I wanted to redefine 
them,” he says. “I combined pearls with 
gold and silver beads, and different gem-
stones. I also loved the lustre and raw 
beauty of mabé pearls. We created neck-
laces, bracelets and pendants celebrating 
their wabi-sabi aesthetic.”
    Sarah Power, founder of shopping 
community Inland, says the new pearls 
have a Madonna feel. “There’s the edg-
iness, the punkiness and the grittiness. 
The idea of luxury is a weird one for 
younger generations. It’s not seen as 
fabulous, it’s seen as pretentious and 
performative. Gen Z is really taking the 
whole concept and transforming it.” She 
also references brands like Mejuri, with 
its modern minimalist aesthetic.
    Technically, pearls are made when 
calcium carbonate crystalizes inside a 
mollusk to create an iridescent orb. This 
can happen in nature, but most real 
pearls these days are cultured in farms. 
“They belong to a classification of gem-
stones known as organic—they’re one 
of the only gemstones that come from a 
living creature,” Reusch explains.
    “Our biggest challenge is finding the 
pearls, especially our signature pear-
shaped pearls,” adds a Chaumet rep, 
which is why the brand often sources 
from vintage pieces. Working with pearls 
can also be difficult. “Creating pearl 
jewelry is like creating a painting. We 
can spend hours combining texture and 
colour,” says Yurman. “Matching pearls, 
especially coloured ones, is also very dif-
ficult. We need to consider many factors: 
shape, size, colour, lustre level, overtone, 
blemish level and nacre thickness.” 
    Adds Reusch: “There are instances 
where we have a great design that 
requires a certain shape, and we cannot 
source the specific type of pearl we are 
looking for. At times like this, we may 
need to change our design. Flexibility is 
key when working with natural materials 
like pearls. We also need to be creative 
in how we assemble the pearls so that 
there is movement in the pieces. We try 
to ensure that any metal shows as little 
as possible, as this can distract from the 
design and beauty of the pearls.”
    When it comes to styling, anything 
goes. Yurman likes to combine them with 
edgier chain pieces, while Reusch says 
using baroque pearls (with an irregular 
shape) can be a great way to make a 
statement. “I find pearls so versatile—
much more versatile than diamonds,” 
says Power. “You can go from small for 
everyday and keep increasing the size as 
the event gets formal. I love them mixed 
with lace to draw on the classic idea and 
make you think of Madonna.”
    You can also think outside the (jew-
elry) box and look for pearl-adorned 
accessories like bags, keychains and hair 
accessories. Chatters ambassador and 
celebrity hairstylist Cindy Duplantis has 
designed embellished bobby pins and a 
headband. “You can use headbands as 
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a great hair hack for day three or four 
unwashed hair, or to simply keep your 
fringe up and away from your face,” 
she suggests. “Pearl pins can take 
your look from an everyday hairstyle 
to elevated glam. Use them to hold 
your hair or bangs to the side to give a 
polished look or, when creating a top 
knot, instead of using a regular bobby 
pin slip one of these in to make it more 
modern.”
    Above all, it’s about being playful, 
rather than reverential or precious. “Per-
sonal style can speak through one object 
in such a spectrum of ways,” Power 
says. “You can go Value Village and pull 
out the pearls or delve into grandma’s 
jewelry box. The way people style them 
now really speaks to the whole idea of 
styling and fashion as a collecting art, 
rather than just buying objects.”
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Garden Varieties
Beauty brands around the world plant their own ingredients 

to ensure quality and support environmental efforts
B Y  A I L E E N  L A L O R

eople who are into wine get super 
nerdy about the grapes and the 
land where they’re grown—the 

concept of terroir, the taste of the place. 
Though it isn’t historically something 
we’ve thought of as much with beauty 
products, that’s changing as brands 
become more open about what’s in their 
products and we begin to be more con-
scious of how the things we buy affect 
people and planet.
    One company that knows all about ter-
roir for both wine and beauty is Caudalie. 
Co-founder Mathilde Thomas’ parents 
bought the Smith Haut Lafitte vineyards 
in France in 1990. The gravelly land is 
famously fertile, strewn with pebbles that 
reflect the sun’s rays back to the vines 
for better ripening. Thomas says the 
vineyards produce ingredients that are 
particularly rich in antioxidants, not just 
because of the land but because of the 
weather. “The more the vine suffers, the 
more ingredients it will create to protect 
itself. We like when the wine suffers!”
    Yves Saint Laurent Beauty also values 
the connection between harsh conditions 
and quality. It founded Ourika Community 
Gardens in Morocco in 2013. “Through-
out the year, day and night, the plants 
are exposed to a rigorous climate that 
has a significant impact on their growth,” 
explains Caroline Nègre, international 
sustainability and scientific director for 
YSL Beauty. “Extreme temperatures, 
going from very warm to cold, are environ-
mental growth factors. They trigger the 
plant’s cells to accelerate their photo-
synthesis and stimulate their metabolic 
development.” 
    Growing your own ingredients can 
also make you more efficient and less 
wasteful, says Thomas; in fact, her brand 
was born as an offshoot of the family 
wine business. “One day a pharmacist 
came to the vineyard for a wine tour. He 
told us that there were ingredients in 

P the grape seed that were good for skin, 
and my husband and I had an idea to 
integrate this into skincare,” she explains. 
“This was the first time we ‘upcycled’ the 
byproducts of our wine production.”
    Caudalie was founded in 1995, and 
progressively began to use more vine-de-
rived ingredients: resveratrol from the 
stalks; grape water that moisturizes; oils 
from the seeds. As well as being a more 
efficient way to use every scrap of what 
the vineyard produces, it ensures greater 
transparency and ethics. “A brand should 
know every single ingredient by heart: 
where it comes from, the composition 
and what it does for skin. Because what’s 
most important is to be an effective 
brand, a problem solver.”
    Caudalie and YSL produce a propor-
tion of their ingredients and source the 
rest from known and trusted suppliers. 
Lush goes even deeper. “We want to 
use materials and ingredients that we’re 
directly planting ourselves, or that we’re 
supporting farmers to plant,” explains 
Gavin Hollett, manager of supply chain 
investments. “We want to ensure that 
when we make a purchase, we’re driving 
conservation and fair pricing.”
    He believes that when Lush produces 
ingredients itself or has direct engage-
ment and long-lasting relationships with 
producers, everyone does better. “A lot of 
times ethical producers are small grass-
roots businesses and they might not have 
the capital to invest in certain equipment 
and storage. We get involved and help 
remove barriers for smaller producers to 
get access to higher-value markets. We 
end up with ingredients that meet not 
only our ethical standards but also our 
quality ones. That justifies the investment 
of time and resources.” 
    Earth-friendly farming techniques do 
tend to be more time-consuming and 
expensive than conventional ones. Clarins 
uses only horses to work the land at its 
Domaine Clarins site in the French Alps. 
Grasse, in the south of France, is known 
as the perfume capital of the world; the 
Mul family has farmed there for five gen-
erations and now grows jasmine and tube-
rose exclusively for Chanel fragrances in 
20 hectares of fields. Everything is grown 
sustainably and gently hand harvested. 
This year, Lancôme established Domaine 
de la Rose, also in Grasse. It comprises 
four hectares of organically farmed fields, 
centuries-old terraces and a distillery, and 
is designed to cultivate plants in a way 
that protects the climate, conserves the 
soil and respects natural cycles. 
    That’s a common theme for beauty 
brands. “At the chateau they respect na-
ture and take the best from nature,” says 
Caudalie’s Thomas. “I’ve seen firsthand 
how important it is to respect nature and 
its rhythms, and to be protective and car-
ing. This was a big source of inspiration.”
    When brands think about the overall 
impact of what they’re growing, rather 
than being hell-bent on maximizing pro-
ductivity, they invariably begin to consider 
biodiversity: having a large variety of 
plants and animals in a habitat. That’s 
a big focus for Lush, which considers it 
for all its growing projects. That might 
include using traditional or indigenous 
methods in different environments, and 
sourcing ingredients like nuts and resins 
from intact forests rather than creating 
new agricultural systems. 
    YSL Beauty is now partnering with 
an NGO called Re:wild that works in 89 
countries to protect and restore biodi-
versity through rewilding. “Rewilding is 
an innovative approach to conservation 
based on a progressive effort to enable 
natural processes, repair damaged 
ecosystems and restore degraded 
landscapes; in other words, to better let 
nature take care of itself,” explains Nègre. 
The brand is also working on its own 
project to restore the natural environ-
ment of the Ourika Valley, where it has so 
far planted more than 125,000 trees.
    Individual brands making their own ef-
forts to grow and understand their ingre-
dients and improve the environments is 
all very well, but changing the industry as 
a whole is the real goal. Since Lush has 
been engaged with this type of work for 
decades, it’s well placed to advise others. 
“We’ve had our journey and learned a lot, 
and there are other brands out there that 
may be doing similar. So our next stage 
is aligning with likeminded brands, col-
laborating, aggregating and developing 
more scale to make everything more ro-
bust,” Hollett says. “For the future of the 
world, we want to leave the world lusher 
than we found it. We say that externally 
and we believe it internally.”
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Keep Your Gin Up
What’s the nicest gesture you could give a mom in your life? A lovely bouquet? 

A day at the spa? How about craft-distilling a gin in her honour 
using rose petals from her own garden

B Y  J A N E T  H E L O U

hen Ciarán “Rowdy” Rooney’s 
mother fell ill in 2013, it was 
the nudge he needed to leave 

a demanding career in telecoms to be by 
her side. Rose, or Rosie if you were lucky 
enough to know her well, sadly passed 
from her illness just over a year later and 
left an enormous hole in the hearts of 
family and friends. Rooney and his five 
siblings were devastated.
    “At that point I wasn’t thinking of what 
the next step was, or what I wanted to do 
when I grew up,” he says with a smile. So, 
he decided to help some pals at an up-and-
coming whiskey distillery called Glendal-
ough, located in a narrow glacial valley in 
the Wicklow Mountains, about an hour or 
so south of Dublin, Ireland. As fate would 
have it, he truly enjoyed it.
    “When the orders kept coming in I real-
ized they needed a full-time distiller and, 
when asked if I could take the lead role, I 
said, after a thought, ‘I can certainly learn!’”
    As it were, distilling came naturally 
to Rooney and, with his little brother’s 
wedding approaching, he thought he 
might use his new skill to craft some-
thing special for the occasion. He asked 
his sister, Yvonne, to go to their mom’s 
beloved rose garden, a special place for 
the entire family, and harvest as many 
roses as she could. “Don’t worry, dad won’t 
even notice,” were his instructions to his 
somewhat reluctant sibling.
    Rooney used the aromatic rose petals to 
infuse a batch of gin in botanical baskets 
and, at once, the familiar scent of Rosie’s 
garden filled the distillery. “Anyone who 
would have ever been in Rosie’s house 
would have known the smell,” he recalls.
    The end result was a resounding suc-
cess. The Rooney clan toasted at the wed-
ding with a gin from the roses Rosie grew 
in her garden—and, in a very real sense, 
Rosie with them in spirit. The rose gin 
went on to be a permanent fixture in the 
Glendalough lineup, its subtle rosy hue 
derived from soaking rose petals a second 
time post-distillation. And still, to this day, 
roses from the family garden make their 
way into every batch—thanks to Rooney’s 
sister, who has now been permanently 
appointed master rose gardener. 
    The rest of the picture wouldn’t be 
complete without local forager Geraldine 
Kavanagh, who grew up roving the wood-
ed mountains nearby Glendalough and 
knows all the gems to be found growing 
in the hedgerows and meadows. Her 
expertise was quickly tapped by distillery 
staff when they wanted to broaden their 
whiskey-based offerings to gin, which was 
a growing market at the time. 
    Rooney, on the transition from whiskey 
to gin, says, “We look at surrounding 
hills and valleys and they’re absolutely 
swarming with amazing wild flora, it just 
seemed to make sense.” Unlike other 
distilleries that rely on dried botanical and 
fruit sources to infuse their gin to make a 
uniform product batch-to-batch, Kavana-
gh forages daily in the Wicklow wild to 
gather things to give Glendalough’s gin its 
unique character—ingredients like fresh 
elderflower, watermint, pine and native 
stickybacks, a cucumber-tasting botanical 
that kids chase each other around with 
to stick on each others’ clothing. Doing 
things differently, however, does not come 
without its challenges. Kavanagh has 
to balance the timing of flowering and 
ripeness of the botanicals with sustain-
able harvesting practices to ensure each 
plant can survive and thrive for many 
batches to come. And, although the first 
gin was well received by mixologists, the 
seasonal variation was hard to manage in 
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carefully crafted cocktails. Happily, all the 
hard work paid off when the distillery hit 
its stride, finding consistency in infusing 
fruits and florals and seasonality to create 
a gin that now speaks to the sense of 
place in which it was foraged and distilled, 
similar to terroir in wine.
    The finished product, the rose gin 
itself, is a work of art. Rose petals can be 
challenging to work with because they can 
quickly overpower a flavour profile, but 
one thing Glendalough has nailed is the 
art of balance. It is gin first and foremost: 
a fresh juniper backbone with orange zest, 
pine and a touch of anise. The elegant 
rose and elderflower florals make for 
a harmonious gin experience; picture 
gin-meets-Turkish Delight but without any 
“sweet pink gin” stereotypes. It shines best 
in a simple G&T, ice cold with a squeeze 
of lime (added after gin but before tonic) 
and a slapped sprig of mint. 
    One thing’s for certain: Rosie Rooney 
would be proud as (gin) punch that she 
and her beautiful rose garden were 
honoured in such a delightful way, meant 
to bring friends and family together. To 
all the gin-credible mothers out there, we 
toast to you! Glendaloughdistillery.com

R    se Spritz
2 OZ GLENDALOUGH ROSE GIN

1 OZ FRESH LIME JUICE

TOP WITH A GRAPEFRUIT SODA

Pour gin into an ice-filled glass. Add 
lime juice. Top off with soda. Garnish 
with a grapefruit wheel and a freshly 
torn and slapped spring of mint.



PHOTO: KAYLYN MCLACHLAN

4410 W. 10TH AVE., VANCOUVER  |  HABITTRADINGCO.COM

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @HABITTRADINGCO

Habit Trading Co. is a female-owned, California
 desert-inspired collection of home goods - textiles, pottery, 
natural wood products, baskets, candles - as well as a small 
on-site refi llery for soaps and household cleaning products. 

With a strong focus on the environment, as well as fair trade 
and many female-owned brands, Habit is a unique collection 

of beautiful things for the mindful home. 

Hot Shops The latest and greatest  
retailers in Vancouver

BODEGA PETS
Central Richmond has welcomed a bou-
tique-style neighbourhood pet grocer that 
does things a little di-fur-ently. Inspired 
by New York City’s corner-store (i.e., bo-
dega) cat culture, Bodega Pets Foods & 
Supply recreates the same nostalgic and 
friendly neighbourhood vibe, with a mod-
ern twist. Cruise the convenient store-
style aisles and flashy glass freezers for 
premium foods, treats and accessories 
by tried-and-true makers like RC Pets 
and Canada Pooch. Bodega Pets has 
also partnered with smaller, local brands 
Nose & Hearts (vegan-leather leashes 
and collars), Pawperty Goods (“pawt-
tery made with love”), Shades of Gray 
(Indigenous pet treats) and others. Décor 
wise, a round logo lightbox brings big 
’90s energy and, practically, a designated 
outdoor doggie bathroom provides relief 
for pets (and their concerned owners!).  
130-8051 Leslie Rd., Richmond, 604-
284-5070. Bodegapets.ca LOUISA CHAN

PROVIDE DESIGN GALLERY
Something new and, dare we say, necessary has opened in Vancouver’s westside Ar-
moury District design hub. Provide, Vancouver’s premier destination for understated 
luxury homewares since 2007, has launched a home-furnishings concept called the 
Provide Design Gallery, focused on elevating and celebrating the very best of local, 
high-end furniture creators—with international designers playing a reversed, comple-
mentary role. In order to redefine and reinvigorate the local furniture-design scene, 
the gallery-like space, inspired by similar artful venues found in Paris and Milan but 
with a unique West Coast feel, includes full-scale furniture, lighting, textiles, rugs 
and art collections by 15 to 20 designers and several artists. (These will be routinely 
updated with unique and ever-evolving vignettes, allowing you to truly picture how 
the stunning offerings would translate into your own home.) Says owner David Kee-
ler, “It’s quite possible that each time you visit, you’ll be treated to a new visual and 
design experience.” Find, currently, pieces by Studio Sturdy, Matthew McCormick 
and Brent Comber, enhanced by accents from internationally renowned designers 
like Ben and Aja Blanc, Arno Declercq, and Caroline Blackburn. Centre stage is the 
Provide Series, Provide’s in-house furniture line designed in collaboration with Lock 
& Mortice including a sofa, day bed, shelving unit and bed made from solid wood 
and characterized by clean lines, soft curves and asymmetrical elements. As Keeler 
explains, “The success of the original furniture collaboration with Lock & Mortice 
in 2019 sparked the idea of a larger gallery space and highlighted the opportunity of 
showcasing strong local furniture designers alongside international talent. With the 
Provide Design Gallery, we’re building enhanced design conversations between the 
local and international worlds.” 1636 W. 2nd Ave. #101, 604-734-0400. 
Providehome.com NOA NICHOL

Local Love 
For Mother’s Day
Want to celebrate mom with some real thought and no waste? Look no 
further than SPUD this Mother’s Day. Order delicious, local, artisanal goods 
and gifts with next-day delivery across B.C. and give some delicate, good-for-
the-planet love to mum from the comfort of your own home. Our favourite? 
Ordering brunch from SPUD—if you can’t be there to cook for her, why not 
send her all she needs for a superb spread? Hot cross buns, croissants, muf-
fins, waffles, fresh fruit and whipping cream. Don’t forget the coffee! To have a 
special delivery made to mom, simply go to spud.ca and choose “My Profiles” 
under your name, then add the address of your loved one and start gifting. 
Spud.ca NOA NICHOL

Shopping List
Brunch Bundle including croissants, pancakes and maple syrup $51.99

Organic Ready to Bake Croissants ‘from The Gourmet Croissant $14.99
East Van Roasters Coffee $17.99 
and Chocolate $7.99
Lemon Square Mini Share Pack (in case she wants to share) $11.99
Gardening Supplies including soil, tools and seeds from $2.99
Essential tea tree oils and assorted local beauty products from $6.99
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2717 G R A N V I L L E  S T R E E T   VANCOUVER  
M O N  – S AT  11  TO 6   S U N  12  TO 5

T  604.806.0510  /   D E TA I L S B Y M R K .CO M

H O M E  ACC E S S O R I E S 
W I T H  P E R S O N A L I T Y

Full Bloom What’s trending in flower arranging, 
why sustainability is big for these 
Canadian florists, and spring styling-
at-home tips and tricks to know now 

B Y  I S A B E L  O N G

o some, flowers are reserved for 
special occasions like birthdays or 
anniversaries. To others, they’re 

an essential part of what makes a house 
a home, adding colour, scenting the air 
and, in Tess Atkins’ case, acting as “a 
mood-changer [because they change] a 
space so dramatically.” 
    On floral arrangement trends that are 
big this season, the co-founder and CEO 
of Bear’s Blooms names the Japanese 
ikebana approach as a sought-after 
in-pandemic style. “Ikebana arrange-
ments just have three to four stems, 
which makes them simple, beautiful and 
artistic. This is popular for people at 
home who don’t have a lot of space.” 
    And while there’s beauty in simplicity, 
other low-maintenance and aesthetically 
pleasing arrangements are also gaining 
ground. “Moss art is the coolest trend 
right now,” Taylor Booth, co-founder of 
boutique plant store West Coast Jungle, 
observes. “There are so many ways to use 
moss to bring greenery into your home or 
business, and it is zero maintenance [as 
it] requires no watering or light.” 
    Nassi Soofi, founder of The Wild 
Bunch, adds that dried flowers are a 
popular trend as well, and that no two 
arrangements of hers are the same. “We 
love unexpected combinations [and] 
cohesive colours in our designs,” she 
shares. “Often our designs are asymmet-
rical, with exaggerated proportions to 
create drama and interest.” 
    Kamila Alikhani, Bloomier’s founder 
and creative director, takes the conversa-
tion further by predicting that “sustain-
able flowers” will be the up-and-coming 
trend to get in on. “That means flowers 
that are locally grown, are not dyed or 
bleached, and are offered in a mindful 
way,” she explains. 
    In many ways, it seems sustainability 
is the trend that’s here to stay. For florists 
like Alikhani, Atkins, Booth and Soofi, a 
commitment to Mother Earth lies at the 
heart of the arrangements they create, 
whether it’s in adopting recyclable and 
compostable packaging or choosing to 
purchase flowers that are only grown in 
North America. 
    Leis de Buds’ founder and CEO 
Alyssa Sager is another florist that’s 
leading the charge on the sustainability 
front. She was the first to introduce 
Agra wool (a compostable foam material 
made of basalt for foam-based floral 
arrangements) as well as the use of 
compostable flower food packets into 
Canada—a decision, she says, that has 
been well worth it, even if it hasn’t been 
easy. “Most flowers are flown in from 
places like Europe, South Africa or 
Malaysia. About 40 per cent of them 
go to waste by the time they hit North 
America because the second stems are 
cut, they decompose,” she explains. 

T

    Being sustainable doesn’t require any 
compromise on style, as these florists 
unanimously agree that freedom to play 
and create is what makes an arrangement 
stand out. “Combine unique things and 
give each flower its own space; don’t try to 
squish them all in together,” advises Soofi. 
Booth echoes this approach in describing 
how to put a beautiful terrarium together: 
“Choose different-textured plants to com-
plement each other and never have the 
soil [fill] more than one-third of the glass 
[container]. Leave room in the terrarium 
for your plants to grow out!” 
    Atkins, meanwhile, recommends 
playing with varied stem lengths or sep-
arating stalks into smaller bouquets that 
can be placed in different parts of the 
home. Sager suggests layering flowers 
to evoke the wild, natural vibes displayed 
in her hand-tied bouquets: “Start with a 
nice greenery base, like baby blue, silver 
dollar or gunni eucalyptus, then add filler 
flowers like waxflower, rice flower or 
Queen Anne’s lace. Add the flowers last 
so you can style them [freely] at the end.”
    The easiest place to start? “Choose 
one type of flower and have a lot of them; 
find the colour or shape you like,” says 
Alikhani. “It doesn’t have to be perfect to 
be beautiful.”

“Most flowers are flown in 
from places like Europe, 
South Africa or Malaysia. 
About 40 per cent of them 
go to waste by the time they 
hit North America because 
the second stems are cut, 
they decompose”



Friend Zone
Two long, travel-free years and in need of a recharge, we grabbed a pal and 
headed to Scottsdale, Arizona, for some friend-based fun in the desert sun

B Y  N O A  N I C H O L

1 604 738 5121  |  2950 Granville St. Vancouver, BC  |  dianeslingerie.com

Vancouver’s destination for personalized bra fittings + lingerie solutions

COME GET FIT BY CHANTELLE’S BEST

FIT CLINIC/MAY 26 - 29

Stay + Play
There’s no shortage of fabulous, 
friend-worthy places to stay in Scotts-
dale, but we may have discovered the top 
two on this trip. Nestled on 65 acres in 
the scenic Sonoran Desert, the Fair-
mont Scottsdale Princess boasts big, 
beautiful rooms with plenty of room for 
two (double sinks in the bathroom mean 
no fighting for the faucet in the morn-
ing) and those famous Fairmont beds 
that really are like sleeping on a cloud. 
There are no less than six pools at this 
resort, plus one of the finest Mexican 
restaurants in the city, La Hacienda, on 
site. Start your meal with as-you-like-it ta-
bleside guacamole (get the sampler and 
try more than one kind) and end with an 
iconic flaming coffee with tequila, coffee, 
cream and cinnamon in an unforgettable 

presentation; no matter what you order 
in-between, you can’t go wrong. Hotel No. 
2, The Phoenician, is, in fact, second to 
none; the pinnacle of luxury, this resort 
greets guests with a breathtaking (actual-
ly, jaw-dropping) backdrop of Camelback 
Mountain and a signature lobby scent 
you won’t soon forget (not even with 
2,500 kilometres, the distance back to 
Vancouver, between you). Multi-tiered 
aquamarine pools—some kid-friendly, 
others adult-only—cascade down to a 
standalone spa, complete with treatment 
rooms (emerge anew after an 80-minute 
Phoenix Rising scrub and massage) and 
all the elements needed for a self-guided 
personal wellness ritual (sauna, steam, 
cold shower, hot tub and cool shower). 
We cannot wait to return.

See + Do
It may be tempting (very tempting) to stay on-property at either hotel, but don’t deny 
yourself or your bestie these awesome area adventures. MacDonald’s Ranch offers 
cowboy-led horseback treks through the desert with colourful commentary about the 
local flora and fauna—read, all sorts of cacti, roadrunners and (watch out!) rattlesnakes. 
(Bonus: if you’re with a pal, it’s likely you’ll get saddled up on BFF broncos, who’ll stick 
together throughout the ride.) Next up, and up, and up: hot air ballooning. Completely 
worth the 4 a.m. wake-up call, Scottsdale’s Hot Air Expeditions will take you vertically 
away for a bird’s eye (sunrise) view of the desert. Floating several thousand feet above 
the ground, this is an exceptionally peaceful way to start the day; the only sounds you 
will hear are the clicks of cameras and rustling of desert animals below, as well as the 
occasional use of the burner by your pilot. After landing, a mimosa breakfast is served 
while the crew puts the balloon and basket away. Back at the Phoenician, sign up for a 
(not quite so early) morning yoga walk that will take you striding and stretching across 
the grounds, passing by luscious green lawns and through the hotel’s cool cactus 
garden! Last but not least, a health adventure for two awaits at Second Nature Clinic 
in Old Town Scottsdale, where Dr. Meghana Thanki and staff administer IV therapy 
via single shots or cocktails—try the immune boost, including vitamins, minerals and 
amino acids to enhance your immune system, battle fatigue and repair your cells.

Eat + Drink
Speaking of cocktails, mosey over to Hula’s Modern Tiki, also in Old Town, and raise 
a glass to being on holiday with your hoaloha. This colourful Hawaiian eatery serves 
tropical drinks like the Pink Bikini Martini (vodka with pineapple, watermelon liqueur, 
triple sec) and Lilikoi Margarita (tequila, passion fruit, orange and lime juices) that 
are share worthy—both in the friend and social sense. Head to Postino and order a 
bruschetta board, which allows you to try four pieces of toasts with toppings like: brie, 
apple and fig spread; fresh mozza, tomato and basil; and ricotta, dates and pistachio. 
Another good lunch option is Farm & Craft, where a seasonal wellness menu features 
four paths to optimal health, including an anti-inflammatory diet, increasing probiotic 
levels, maintaining high levels of antioxidants and reducing overall stress (offerings 
are delicious, too). Before dinner, toast your friendship with Arizona wines at Carlson 
Creek Tasting Room, then it’s off to savour the most delicious Italian fare by chef Gio 
Osso at Pizzeria Virtù. Our server helped us settle on the perfect classic meal for two: 
burrata with sweet figs to start, margherita pizza and pastasciutta with pomodoro and 
parmigiano. We were stuffed and, sadly, had no room left for dessert (the sign of an 
excellent meal).

Shop + Talk
Vintage rules in Scottsdale; travelling pals will have endless fun uncovering preloved 
treasures within the secondhand scene—and chatting with the colourful players who 
star in it. First stop, the famed Fashion by Robert Black. Having turned totally to private 
shopping post pandemic, you’ll need an appointment to enter this Old Town boutique 
and peruse, with the guidance of staff (and likely even Robert himself), racks upon 
racks of the most fabulous vintage (designer, and other) pieces from the last century, 
in pristine condition. Need a bag to go with that 1920s summer dress? Walk just a few 
blocks to Vintage by Misty, where owner Misty Guerriero maintains the most dazzling 
collection of Chanel, Gucci, Hermès, Missoni, Pucci and Yves Saint Laurent accesso-
ries. In fact, the boutique recently doubled in size, making even more space for luxe 
finds and, right next door, Misty has opened a gift shop, Regency Modern, where she 
stocks candles, cards and all the gorgeous fashion titles you need to dress your book-
shelf—in style. “The vintage side is my passion, the gift shop is my therapy,” she says. 
“People go in there and spend hours laughing at the humour cards; they tell me they 
come out feeling happier, and so do I.” Finally, also in the vicinity, is Luv Luxe hand-
bag resale, where the authentic designer carrying pieces are lovely but the adjoining 
Luxe Bar ice cream and frozen yogurt shoppe may be the real treat, with appropriately 
themed menu items like the S’more Dior Please (graham cracker, toasted marshmal-
low fluff, chocolate drizzle), Birkin Bar (pretzels, caramel drizzle, sea salt) and Oh 
So Coco … Chanel (cake crumbles, powdered sugar, raspberry and white chocolate 
drizzle). You and your pal are guaranteed to walk out holding something—and dripping, 
to boot! Experiencescottsdale.com
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SILENCE IS GOLDEN

SCANDINAVE.COM/WHISTLER



NEW LOOKNEW LOOK
Same great qualitySame great quality

Started in 1959 by Sonoma County pioneer Rod Strong, Rodney 

Strong Vineyards is a family of passionate people committed to 

crafting exceptional wines and experiences and delivering a vision 

for sustainability in Sonoma County. We are united by our passion 

for wine and the belief that nothing brings people together better 

than sharing a great bottle of Rodney Strong wine.

We celebrate our heritage and the essence of Sonoma County with a 

new label that matches the quality inside every bottle.   

COMMITTED TO COMMUNITY SINCE 1959

www.rodneystrong.com  

PLEASE ENJOY RESPONSIBLY.  ©2022 RODNEY STRONG VINEYARDS, HEALDSBURG, CA


